
HEDY! The Life & Inventions of Hedy Lamarr 

Technical Rider 

 

1 Actor 
Solo Performance 
 

Show Length 

90 minutes    (75 minute version available) 
 

Q&A and Outreach 

Offered after every performance 

Panel Discussion, Lecture & Workshops Available 
 

Set Items (Will need to source per venue if Artist is flying) 

Café table, 2 wooden chairs, medium-height stool (around 25”), 2 small side tables, hat rack  
All items should have a period feel, i.e. not modern 
 

Props (Artist will provide) 

Rotary phone, mirror, 2 glasses, pitcher, tray, man’s hat, cell phone, vase w/flowers, 2 table 

cloths 
 

Sound 

Cues run on Go Button on Artist’s iPad - connects to sound system by way of headphone 

jack. 
Alternatively, QLab sound files can be provided for running on QLab on a venue computer. 
 

Lights 

General wash, blue wash (when possible), center isolation, DR isolation, & DL isolation. 

Incandescent lighting units preferred over LED units. 

(If scrim is used, need a lighting unit upstage to light artist behind the scrim.) 
 

Projections 

Preshow and top of show projections, run on PowerPoint on artist’s notebook computer; 

connects to projector by way of HDMI or VGA cables. Remote control available.  
Alternatively, QLab projection files can be provided for running on QLab on a venue 

computer. 
 

Need Venue Projector & Projection Surface 

Need projector for preshow and top of show projections. Need projection surface – can be a 

projection screen, a projectable venue wall, or a scrim as noted below. 

Artist can provide projector and free-standing screen if driving. 
 

Scrim 

Artist has scrim available to hang for projections on front, and performance of prologue 
behind. Would need ability to hang scrim upstage of playing area, and a lighting unit to light 

artist behind the scrim for the prologue. Alternatively, an available venue scrim could be 

utilized. 

                                 Continued 



Stage 
Any stage 10'+ wide and 8'+ deep will work (larger than this is best).  

*Easy performer access to the audience is important for interaction with audience members.*  

Proscenium or thrust stages work equally well. 
 

Note on Flexible Staging 

Designed to be flexible for fully equipped stages, down to a room with general lighting, and 

sound capabilities. In locations where lighting capabilities are limited, the show can be 

performed in general lighting. Sound cues are integral to the show. 
 

Technical Rehearsal  

For approximately 4 hours in the performance space with the technician who will operate 

sound/projections/lights. To be completed no less than 2.5 hours prior to the start time of the 

first performance. Can also be conducted on a day prior to the first performance. 
 

Dressing Room 

Access to secure dressing area, and restroom, for minimum of 2.5 hours prior to, and 1 hour 

following, each performance. 
 

Secure Storage Area 

Secure storage area needed for storage of properties, set, costume, and makeup items 

between technical rehearsal and performances.  

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 


